ABSTRACT Conserved residues in protein-protein interfaces correlate with residue hot-spots. To obtain insight into their roles, we have studied their mobility. We have performed 39 explicit solvent simulations of 15 complexes and their monomers, with the interfaces varying in size, shape, and function. The dynamic behavior of conserved residues in unbound monomers illustrates significantly lower flexibility as compared to their environment, suggesting that already before binding they are constrained in a boundlike configuration. To understand this behavior, we have analyzed the inter-and intrachain hydrogen-bond residence-time in the interfaces. We find that conserved residues are not involved significantly in hydrogen bonds across the interface as compared to nonconserved. However, the monomer simulations reveal that conserved residues contribute dominantly to hydrogen-bond formation before binding. Packing of conserved residues across the trajectories is significantly higher before and after the binding, rationalizing their lower mobility. Backbone torsional angle distributions show that conserved residues assume restricted regions of space and the most visited conformations in the bound and unbound trajectories are similar, suggesting that conserved residues are preorganized. Combined with previous studies, we conclude that conserved residues, hot spots, anchor, and interface-buried residues may be similar residues, fulfilling similar roles.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins function cooperatively. The sites through which they associate are believed to contribute to the recognition and binding of proteins by providing specific chemical and physical properties (1) (2) (3) (4) . Protein interfaces have been analyzed with respect to size, shape, hydrophobicity, amino-acid propensity, segmentation, secondary structure and complementarity (3, 5) ; function, and the cellular pathways in which they are found (6, 7) . Some characteristic differences have been observed between various types of interfaces: homodimers are better packed than other types of interfaces, and the changes in the accessible surface areas upon complexation for the homodimers are known to be larger than for heterocomplexes; interfaces of obligate complexes are more hydrophobic; transient complexes, especially enzyme-inhibitors, have polar surface patches and are more hydrophilic. In both transient and obligatory interfaces, most of the interfaces are relatively planar and accessible, whereas homodimers and enzyme-inhibitor interfaces are not as planar as other interfaces. In addition to these static physicochemical differences, flexibility is a key factor that allows optimization of the interfaces for better packing and electrostatic complementarity.
The binding free energy of protein-protein association is unevenly distributed across the interfaces (1, 8) with some regions and individual amino acids contributing dominantly (1, 9, 10) . These hot-spot residues have been defined as residues adding to the free energy of binding .2 kcal/mol. The characteristics of hot spots have been discussed previously (1, 3, (8) (9) (10) . Kinetic analyses of mutagenesis experiments provide clues to the role played by individual residues in protein binding. Replacement of the hot spots may enhance or hinder protein recognition. Experimental and computational methods have been developed for predicting interface hot spots. Experimentally, alanine scanning measures the effect of mutating interface residues on the stability of the binding. Computationally, Kortemme and Baker (11) developed a model which includes hydrogen bonds, implicit solvent and packing interactions and ignores changes in backbone conformation or effects on the dynamic interface. Hu et al. and Ma et al. carried out structural comparisons of 11 interface families (12, 13) , observing that structurally conserved residues strongly correlate with the experimental hot spots, consistent with evolutionarily conserved residues being critical for the function and stability of the complexes (8, (13) (14) (15) (16) . Keskin et al. observed that hot spots from both interface sides cluster in densely packed hot regions (9) .
It has long been recognized that formation of a complex between two proteins, and between proteins and DNA, RNA or small molecules may lead to an increase in configurational entropy, which is related to an increase in the flexibility of the system. As proposed by Steinberg and Scheraga (17) more than 40 years ago, this increase may compensate for the loss of translational and rotational entropy upon association (18) (19) (20) . Rajamani et al. (21) have proposed that the mechanism for molecular recognition requires one of the interacting proteins, usually the smaller of the two, to anchor a specific side chain in a structurally constrained binding groove of the other protein, providing a steric constraint that assists in stabilizing a nativelike bound intermediate. They performed 11 molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and suggested that one or a few key anchor residues frequently visit their bound state and that these residues are critical in early recognition. Kimura et al. (22) explained that specific side chains act as ready-made recognition motifs by having nativelike bound conformations before an association with the receptor. Recently, energetic hot-spot residues have been observed to frequently locate themselves in complemented pockets (23) . Further, these pockets preexist binding. In 16 out of the 18 analyzed complexes, the root mean-squared deviations (RMSD) of the atoms lining these pockets between the bound and unbound states are as small as 0.9 Å , implying that the unbound and bound forms of the pockets are very similar. Smith et al. (24) studied the extent to which the conformational fluctuations of proteins in solution reflect the conformational changes that they undergo when they form binary protein-protein complexes. They observed that some residues in the unbound state that get buried in the core of the interfaces upon binding are less mobile, and during the simulations assume conformations similar to those in the bound state. These articles are very valuable in understanding the mechanisms of protein-protein interactions.
Here we study protein associations focusing on the role of conserved residues in interfaces (9,12,13) before and after association. The complexed and monomeric forms of 15 protein complexes are analyzed using molecular dynamics simulations, leading to 39 simulations. Additional analytical methods have been applied to study the dynamic behavior of these complexes as well as a set of 11 protein complexes obtained from Protein-Protein Docking Benchmark 2.0 (25). Similar to Kimura et al. (22) and Smith et al. (24) , we target certain residues. While they analyzed interface anchor and core residues, respectively, we focus on evolutionarily conserved residues. The complexes are diverse with respect to size, shape, and type. We chose three types: homodimers, enzyme-inhibitors, and antibody-antigens. We have investigated whether conserved (C) residues are restricted in their mobility as compared to nonconserved (NC) residues in the interfaces of these complexes. We observed that side-chain flexibilities of C residues are significantly lower than those of NC residues. The lower mobility of C residues suggests that these residues have favorable potential energy despite their low entropy. Across the interfaces, hydrogen-bonding ability does not differ between C and NC residues when solvent molecules are considered. On the other hand, C residues contribute dominantly in H-bonding within the monomers before binding, making them less mobile. The accessible surface areas (ASAs) of the C residues are significantly lower than of NC residues in all complex types. Therefore, once complexation occurs these residues change their role in stabilization from forming hydrogen bonds to forming highly dense networks of Van der Waals interactions. The backbone torsional angle distributions of the C and NC residues indicate that the conformational space sampled by C residues is much more restricted in the complex simulations. The bound and unbound simulation trajectories indicate that the most visited conformations are similar. Modular interface architectures (26) and densely packed hot regions (9) have been shown to exist across the interfaces. Hence, similarly constrained dynamic behavior of C residues and interface regions suggest a preorganization of the C residue populated modules already in the unbound state.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A schematic representation of the procedure followed in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Molecular dynamics simulations of 15 complexes and their individual monomers are performed to analyze the role of conserved residues in the binding regions. We mainly focus on the flexibility of side chains in the binding region before and after the formation of the complexes.
Complexes analyzed
The selection of the complexes aims to generate an ensemble of protein interfaces with diverse size, shape, and type from our recently compiled dataset of nonredundant protein-protein interfaces (27) . We further filtered the proteins that have no homologs so that we will be able to obtain conservation scores for the proteins in our set. The complexes are classified into three groups with six homodimers, five enzyme-inhibitors, and four antibodyantigens. The three-dimensional structures of the complexes were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) (28) . These are mainly dimers except for the three antibody-antigens (PDB IDs 1vfb, 1ddh, and 1qnz) that are trimers in the PDB. The list of protein complexes and the chain IDs that form the complexes are given in Table 1 . The last column gives the total number of residues in the two chains of the complexes. The prosthetic groups are removed before the simulations. In addition, some of the complexes have Table S5 . Two of these complexes are nonbiological (crystal contact) complexes according to NOXCLASS (noxclass.bioinf.mpi-inf. mpg.de). The PDB IDs for the crystal complexes are 1bzd and 1bft. We further analyzed 11 complexes from Protein-Protein Docking Benchmark 2.0 (25) as listed in Table S1 . The list includes five rigid-body, three mediumdifficulty, and three difficult cases.
Determination of Interface residues
NACCESS (http://wolf.bms.umist.ac.uk/naccess/) was used to calculate the accessible surface areas (4) (ASAs). Residues losing 1 Å 2 of ASA after complexation were taken as interface residues (8) . The interface between chains A and B of human l-6 light chain dimer (pdb id: 1cd0) is highlighted in Fig. 2 A. The interface residues are colored cyan; the two chains are colored yellow and gray.
Detection of conserved residues
C residues are mapped using CONSURF (Ver. 3.0) (29) . The program identifies hot spots by their conservation during evolution. The continuous conservation scores calculated by CONSURF are discretized into nine bins for every protein, such that the evolutionary conservation of a residue increases with this score. CONSURF score should be highest among the interface residues (CONSURF scores 8 or 9), complex residue ASA should be ,62 Å 2 , and the change in ASA between the bound and unbound forms should be .5 Å 2 (8) . These additional filters are applied to assure that conserved residues act as energy hot spots (8) . For the antibody-antigen complexes, we ease the criterion on conservation scores (residues with CONSURF score larger than five were taken). We have used the Bayesian method with default parameters to extract the conservation scores for each interface residue. Fig. 2 B displays the positions of the C residues in human l-6 light chain dimer (pdb id: 1cd0) as red and purple spheres. These residues cluster in two regions consistent with the hot-region proposition (9).
Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed for the 15 complexes and their individual monomers separately leading to 39 simulations (six of the monomers are peptides and do not have stable conformations on their own). The monomers are extracted from the complexed forms. Some of these monomers are available in unbound forms in the PDB. When we exclude antibodies (since an antibody structure will always be in a complex formed by a light and heavy chain), two crystal packing complexes, and peptides, 24 proteins are searched in the PDB to see if their monomers exist. We found that 16 exist in other entries: nine exist in a monomeric structure in the PDB; seven exist in other complex structures and no data are found for the eight monomers (three are homodimers leading to six monomers). The root meansquared deviation (RMSD) values of the monomers in the unbound form and the complexes are given in Table S6 . Considering all heavy atoms, the largest RMSD difference (1.73 Å ) is between chain C of 1vfb (monomer structure separated from the complex) and 132l (native monomeric structure). Fig. S1 illustrates the structures of two proteins in bound and unbound forms. These results show that the cases discussed here do not show large conformational changes upon complexation. Since the RMSD values do not show large The first column lists the PDB IDs of the protein-protein complex. The second column gives the chains which are involved in the interfaces. The third and fourth columns give the descriptions of the complexes and the group to which they belong. The fifth and sixth columns correspond to the numbers of interface residues and conserved residues located in these interfaces. The last column gives the number of residues in the two-chain complexes. Note that ''1cjq'' is classified as an enzyme-inhibitor complex although it is actually an enzyme-peptide complex.
FIGURE 2 (A) Ribbon diagram of a complex formed by two proteins (gray and yellow chains) that represents the structure of an immunoglobulin, human l-6 light chain dimer (pdb ID: 1cd0). The interface region between the two monomers is shown in cyan. (B) The C residues in the yellow chain are shown as purple spheres, whereas the ones in the gray chain are red spheres. The residue numbers of these C residues are Q38, S42, Y49, P55, Y87, and Y91.
conformational changes, we carried out all MD simulations with the structures separated from the complex forms.
The simulations were performed with NAMD (30) with CHARMM27 (31) force-field parameters for 6 ns. The protein complexes were solvated using the TIP3 water molecules in the VMD (32) package. The total number of atoms and water molecules, and the size of the boxes in each of the protein system, are given in the Table S7 . Particle-mesh Ewald (33) was applied in the simulations. We used the VMD Autoionize, adding sodium and chlorine ions, to neutralize the system. NVT ensemble and periodic boundary conditions with a rectangular box were applied in the simulations. The temperature in the simulations was kept constant at 300 K by using Langevin dynamics. Initial equilibration was done for 10,000 steps, followed by 6-ns runs. The time step was 2 fs. The first 1-ns runs were further discarded to assure that the data collected are after equilibration. Trajectories were sampled at 40-ps intervals. The simulations were carried out in a Linux-based cluster from a Racksaver cluster and each node has two 3.06 GHz Intel Pentium Xeon processors and Beowulf Cluster with nodes having Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz processors.
Gaussian network model (GNM)
Gaussian network model (GNM) is a simple method to study the equilibrium fluctuations of proteins (34) . This model assumes that the protein in the folded state is equivalent to a three-dimensional elastic network. Therefore, the protein structure is modeled as a chain of N beads (residues) connected by NÀ1 springs. The beads are subject to harmonic potentials from all neighboring beads within a cutoff distance (R c ¼ 7.3 Å , in this study) regardless of backbone connections. The topology of the network is recorded in an N 3 N Kirchoff matrix, G, where the off-diagonal elements are À1 if the nodes are within a cutoff distance, R c , and zero otherwise (34) (35) (36) . The diagonal elements represent the coordination number of each residue. Assigning a uniform spring constant, g, the cross-correlations between the fluctuations DR i and DR j of residues i and j are evaluated as
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and [
is the ij th element of the inverse of G (34,35). Setting j equal to i in the above equation, we obtain the mean-square fluctuations of residue i, AEðDR 2 i Þae: The equilibrium dynamics of the structure results from the superposition of NÀ1 nonzero modes found by the eigenvalue decomposition of G. The elements of the k th eigenvector, u k , describe the displacements of the residues along the k th mode coordinate associated with its frequency (eigenvalue, l k ) where 1 # k # NÀ1. The contribution of the k th mode to the mean-square fluctuations of residue i is
where (u k u T k ) ii designates the i th diagonal element of the G matrix. The first three dominant modes (1 # k #3) are used in this study to represent the extent of fluctuations of the residues.
The GNM is applied to the 15 complexes in our list and 11 complexes in the benchmark complexes. The detailed results are provided in the Supplementary Material.
Propensities of conserved residues
Propensities are calculated for C residues for each of the three complex types according to
where n i * is the number of residue type i C residues in the chains, N Ã i is the number of residue type i in the chains, n is the total number of C residues, and N is the total number of residues in the chain belonging to a particular complex type.
H-bond definitions
The hydrogen bonds formed by interface residues (between the two complementary proteins) were monitored using default cutoff distance (3.5 Å ) and bond angle (30°) formed between donor and acceptor atoms using VMD (32) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Interface residues and conserved residues C residues in protein interfaces are identified as detailed in the Materials and Methods. Table 1 lists the protein complexes: the first two columns give the PDB IDs and the chain IDs, the last three columns list the corresponding number of interface residues and C residues and the total residue numbers on both chains of the complexes, respectively. A total of 134 C residues are found among 645 interface residues as listed. The ranges of interface residues and C residues per complex are between 24-67 and 1-20 residues, respectively. We observe no correlation between the interface sizes and the number of C residues. Fig. 2 A displays the interface between chains A and B of human l-6 light chain dimer (1cd0) as an example. Fig. 2 B shows the positions of C residues in the interface. These C residues are shown as spheres whereas the rest of the protein complex is in a cartoon representation.
Analysis of interface residues and conserved residues: Is the mobility distributed homogeneously in the interfaces?
The results of 5-ns MD simulations are analyzed for each of the complexes and their constituent binary proteins. Our goal is to determine whether there is a difference in the dynamic behavior of C residues and NC residues before and after complex formation; and if there exists one, possible reasons. We have assessed the flexibility of the residues in the interfaces during the simulations. First, the average RMSD of each residue in the interface is calculated over the entire simulation time. Following Rajamani et al.'s strategy (21) , before calculating the residue side-chain RMSD values, all heavy backbone atoms (N, C a , C, O) of the interface residues are aligned with the initial structure at the beginning of the simulations to avoid systematic errors caused by translational motions. Side-chain RMSD values are obtained (both from the complex and the monomeric simulations) by comparing each frame during the simulations with the structure at the beginning of the simulations after the equilibration step. We analyzed 15 complexes and their monomers. For 11 out of the 15, the superimpositions of backbone atoms display low RMSD values between their initial (t ¼ 1 ns) and the final (t ¼ 6 ns) structures during the simulations (RMSD values ,3.86 Å ), although for four other complexes (1cd0, 1mr8, 1cqk, and 1ugh), the RMSD values are higher. These interfaces display breathing motions with RMSD values between 7 and 10 Å (data not shown).
Side-chain RMSD values provide a measure of the residue movement during the simulation. We expect that the C residues would have less displacement from their initial coordinates compared to NC residues in the interfaces, as Kimura et al. suggested for anchor residues (22) . To test this hypothesis, we calculated the RMSD values of C and NC residues for the homodimers, antibody-antigen, and enzymeinhibitor complex-types, separately. Table 2 summarizes the average side-chain RMSD values of C and NC residues for the 15 protein interfaces. The first and second columns list the PDB IDs of the complexes and the chains involved in forming the interfaces. The third and fourth columns in this table give the average RMSD values for C and NC residues in the interfaces of the complexes, respectively. Some complexes accommodate C residues only in one side of their interfaces. Therefore, a single row for a PDB ID suggests that the complex does not have C residues at both interface sides (for example, 1vfb has C residues only in its C chain). The antibody-antigen and enzyme-inhibitor complexes also do not have C residues in their antigen and inhibitor chains. Table 2 suggests that the side-chain flexibility is different for C and NC residues.
We have further investigated the results of the simulations from the individually separated monomers of the complexes. Only the proteins that have C residues on their interfaces are analyzed, and peptides and inhibitors which are devoid of C residues are not investigated. Overall, as expected the residues in unbound proteins are more mobile compared to the bound cases. When the flexibility differences are inspected for the component monomeric proteins as well as the complexes, the differences are pronounced in all three types, antibody-antigen, enzyme-inhibitor, and homodimer complexes. Fig. 3 A summarizes the RMSD results for the complexes and monomers studied. The first and last three data points correspond to complex and monomer simulations. Solid circles and shaded squares are for C and NC residues, respectively, with corresponding error bars. This figure clearly shows that there is a difference between the mobility of the two types of residues. The average RMSD of C and NC residues in enzyme-inhibitors are 2.30 and 2.73 Å . The corresponding RMSDs are 2.06 Å and 2.56 Å for homodimers. Antibody-antigens have a flexibility difference between their C and NC residues of 1.36 Å vs. 1.80 Å for the complex simulations. The values are 2.66 Å vs. 3.12 Å for homodimers, 1.98 Å vs. 2.39 Å for antibodies, and 2.13 Å vs. 2.64 Å for enzymes (Table 2, the last two columns). We should note that two crystal contact (nonbiological) complexes (PDB IDS 1bft and 1bzd) are also investigated but not included in the analyses. No such flexibility difference is observed there between C and NC residues. The C residues in these complexes are as mobile as the NC residues. This further validates that not all C residues on protein surfaces act as those in the interfaces.
These results show that evolutionarily conserved residues are less flexible before the binding, consistent with the proposition of anchor and core residues of Smith et al. (24) and Rajamani et al. (21) . The low flexibility of some residues may be a result of steric constraints which may further help in stabilizing nativelike bound intermediates in the unbound state, facilitating the binding of the two partner proteins. Here, we further show that these residues continue to be restricted after complex formation. Therefore, these residues can be seen as the signatures of the binding pockets. The binding pockets are more constrained as compared to the other regions of the interfaces (21). Our observations from the extensive simulations extend the current findings: binding pockets are more constrained, and the C residues tend to cluster at the binding pockets of the interfaces. This suggests that nature attempts to minimize the entropy penalty during protein-protein association. If the binding were to occur through a flexible region, upon binding the entropy of the new system would dramatically decrease; on the other hand, for a rigid region, the entropy change would not be as high and the penalty would be optimized. These also suggest that at least in the cases studied here, entropy is a major component in binding.
Similarly, the dynamic characteristics of protein complexes are analyzed using the GNM (34, 35) . GNM was applied to all complexes in Table 1 as well as the 11 complexes and their monomers obtained from Protein-Protein Docking Benchmark 2.0 (25) . The list of the latter proteins is given in Table  S1 . The results for both sets of complexes consistently show that the conserved residues move significantly less compared to the rest of the interface residues both before and after complexation. A summary of the GNM results is given in Fig.  3 B for the monomers. The first three data points correspond to the averages of homodimers (HD), antibodies (AA), and enzymes (EI), respectively. The last three points are for the rigid-body (RB), medium-difficulty (M), and difficult (D) cases from the benchmark, correspondingly. Solid circles and shaded squares represent the C and NC residues. Error bars are added to the figures to guide the eye. As seen in the figure, in all cases the C residues display less flexibility compared to NC residues, consistent with MD simulation results. The detailed results for individual complexes are given in Tables  S2 and S3 (Table S2) . Thus, the docking benchmark was studied for three cases: rigid-body, medium-difficulty, and difficult cases; and in all the cases, C residues showed less fluctuations compared to the NC residues (Table S3) . Fig. 4 A shows the positions of the conserved residues in Uracil-DNA Glycosylase in complex with a peptide inhibitor (PDB ID: 1ugh) (37). These C residues are shown in red whereas the rest of the protein complex is yellow. Glycosylases cleave the glycosidic bonds in DNA. The inhibitor in the complex mimics the structure of DNA so that the enzyme could not catalyze hydrolysis. There are 18 residues on Uracil-DNA Glycosylase that are important in binding to the inhibitor. Of these 18 residues, 11 have been defined as conserved by our method. From Table 2 , we observe that overall the C residues are less mobile than NC residues (RMSD values 2.04 Å and 2.78 Å , respectively of the inhibitor chain (Fig. 4 B) .
Does hydrogen bonding play a role in the lower flexibility of conserved residues?
To understand the origin of the lower flexibility of C residues in the interfaces, we investigate the hydrogen-bond forming ability of the C and NC residues across the interfaces by analyzing the H-bond residence times in the interfaces. The number of hydrogen bonds formed by each residue in the interface is averaged over all frames during the simulations. These numbers were further normalized by the number of C and NC residues in the respective interface. To get the C residue H-bond enrichment, we divide the contribution of C residues by NC residues: (Enrichment ¼ H C /H NC, where H C and H NC are the H-bonding capability of the C and NC residues). For the complex simulations (Table S4) , the average enrichments are .1, which might indicate that hotspots are favored to form H-bonds. However, no consistent trends are observed in individual proteins. Thus, there is no significant difference between the C and NC residues in the H-bond forming ability after complex formation. On the other hand, when water molecules are considered, H-bonds formed by conserved residues are consistently underutilized. This is consistent with the work of Keskin et al. over a much larger dataset of two-chain interfaces (9) . For example, histocompatibility/antigen complex (1ddh) has four computationally identified hot-spots as shown in Fig. 5 A. When we examine the hydrogen bonds formed between the antibody and antigen, we observe that out of eight hydrogen bonds only one is formed by a C residue, Tyr 159 (Fig. 5 B) . Table 3 shows the results for H-bonding enrichments in the separated monomers. The first two columns give the PDB and chain ID of the interfaces. The third and fourth columns list the values when water molecules are included and excluded, respectively, in the analysis. This table clearly shows that in all cases, C residues are less involved in H-bonding when both protein and water atoms are considered. On the other hand, when only H-bonds between the protein atoms are counted, more H-bonds involving C residues are observed (enrichments .1). These results confirm that conserved residues are largely protected from water molecules and have a stabilizing effect in forming the intraprotein H-bonding network. In summary, C residues are shielded from water molecules, thus do not form a significant number of H-bonds with the water molecules in the interfaces. Although the averages are not very dissimilar, the difference between the number of H-bonds in the presence and absence of water is statistically significant (a p-value of 0.001 is obtained after a t-test with an a-value of 0.05). Levy et al. (38) emphasize the role of water, proposing that water molecules actively participate in molecular recognition. They mediate the interactions between binding partners and contribute to either enthalpic or entropic stabilization. Here, we observe that water molecules make a significant difference in H-bonds.
These results suggest that 1. In the complexes, the C residues do not show increased H-bond formation across the interfaces; and that 2. They contribute in intrachain protein-atoms (with water exclusion) H-bonds in the monomer simulations; but on the other hand, 3. Once the complex is formed, their contribution is insignificant.
In agreement with these results, it is known that hot-spot residues are usually large (8) , and regardless of the interface type are often aromatic (12) . According to the O-ring proposition FIGURE 4 (A) Ribbon diagram of an enzyme-inhibitor complex (pdb ID: 1ugh) that represents the structure of Uracil-DNA Glycosylase (yellow) in complex with a peptide inhibitor (cyan). The C residues (Q144, D145, Y147,  H148, Q152, P167, P168, S169, A214, S216, H268, S270,  P271, (8), the hot spots are shielded from bulk solvent. The dielectric constant around the hot spots decreases, strengthening the electrostatic effect of the hot spots and their environment.
Surface areas (SAs) of the interfaces and hot spots
It is logical to consider that packed residues will be restricted in their flexibility. Since we observe that C residues are less flexible, we also expect them to be buried. We have performed an analysis on solvent accessibility versus evolutionary information on the list of proteins studied in this work. Hence, we address the relevant question of whether the C residues in the interfaces of these complexes are, on average, more buried. The results show that there is a high correlation between being buried and being conserved when all protein residues are considered. However, this correlation reduces when considering only interface residues. For enzymes, 57 of the 67 (85%) conserved residues are buried (have SA ,40 Å 2 ); for antibodies, 14 of the 19 (74%) conserved residues are buried; as for homodimers, 65 of the 84 (77%) conserved residues are buried. Similar analyses indicate that for enzymes, 57 of the 85 (67%) buried residues are conserved. Fourteen of the 54 (26%) buried residues are conserved for antibodies, and 65 of the 183 (36%) buried residues are conserved. Similarly, we computed the percentages of the nonconserved residues to be buried: we obtained 58%, 70%, and 44% for enzymes, antibodies and homodimers, respectively. These numbers suggest that the majority of the conserved residues are buried for all complex types. On the other hand, there is no clear trend for NC residues.
The interface sizes vary between 24 and 67 residues and the total accessible surface areas of the interfaces range between 795 Å 2 and 2428 Å 2 . The interface SAs are calculated as the cumulative sum of the interface residue SAs in the complex. As expected, there is a linear correlation (with a correlation coefficient of 0.83) between the interface size and the surface areas of the interfaces. Comparison of the flexibilities (i.e., the average side-chain RMSD of each residue) and the SAs of the residues give a weak correlation for C residues (a correlation of 0.24). NC residues get more flexible as their exposure to the solvent increases (correlation coefficient of 0.50). Since C residues are more buried, there is no correlation between their flexibility and exposure to the solvent. The same holds in the monomeric proteins. The SA values for C residues are smaller compared to NC residues. Fig. 3 C illustrates the difference between SAs of C and NC residues. The average normalized accessible surface areas of C and NC residues are presented for all complex types. The open squares are for NC residues and the solid circles are for C residues. In all cases, C residues have lower SAs than the NC residues. To understand the significance of the difference between C and NC residues, paired t-test is applied on the C and NC residue SAs. A p-value of 0.001 was found well under an a-value of 0.05. Therefore, the difference is statistically significant for all types of interfaces. Enzyme-inhibitor complexes show more distinct differences between their C and NC residue ASA values. This might be due to the difference in interface size in these cases. Thus we conclude that highly packed C residues may contribute to H-bonds within the protein; upon complexation they are significantly involved to form tight Van der Waals interactions across the interface.
Do the unbound proteins assume bound conformations before binding?
We structurally clustered the conformations from the MD simulation trajectories of the monomer and complex forms of the interfaces and compared the clusters of the bound and unbound conformations by atomistic cross-RMSD values. To cluster the interfaces along time, we used the program g_cluster, which is available in the GROMACS MDsimulation package (39) . A clustering cutoff radius of 1 Å is used to obtain the clusters. The number of clusters varies between 4 and 20 (as seen in Table 4) . Fig. 6 A shows the trajectory-clusters formed by the monomer and the complex of chain B of 1bzd. We selected the most highly recurring interface clusters in the last 4 ns of the simulations for every complex and conformation type (in complex or monomer form). Fig. 6 B illustrates the most frequently observed clusters of 1bzd. The RMSD value between these conformations is only 1.57 Å . The most frequently observed clusters in the monomer and complex simulation trajectories of the proteins are compared in Table 4 . The last column of Table 4 shows the cross RMSD values. The mean of the RMSD values for 21 chains is 2.09 Å . Therefore, it is reasonable to propose that molecular interfaces are preorganized in the bound conformation before the binding event.
We have further investigated the backbone torsional angle distributions of the C and NC residues in the interfaces along the trajectories. The backbone torsional angles of each snapshot along the trajectory are plotted in two histograms (one for f-and one for c-angles). The results reveal that usually the C residue backbone conformations differ from the NC residues except Ala, Pro, and Thr. Fig. 7 , A-D, shows the histograms of Ile and His. The left panel is for C and the right for NC residues. Fig. 7 , A and B, shows the distributions of f-and c-angles for Ile, respectively. The f-angles assume a distribution between À100°and À40°for the C residues and The monomer conformation which is observed most frequently is in blue and its complex counterpart is shown in red. The RMSD value between these conformations is 1.57 Å .
À160°and À40°for the NC residues. Similarly, there are two peaks for NC residues in the c-distribution (;À40°and 130°), but only one peak is observed for the C residues (;À40°). Fig. 7 , C and D, displays similar histograms for His. We have further investigated the Ramachandran maps of C and NC residues. Fig. 7 , E and F, displays the maps for Ile and His. It is clearly seen that C residues visit restricted regions of the map, whereas NC residues can assume a higher number of isomeric states.
CONCLUSIONS
Here we study the mobility of conserved residues in proteinprotein interfaces with the goal of obtaining insight into their role in complex formation. Conserved residues have been shown to strongly correlate with residue hot spots. We carry out 39 explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations of 15 protein-protein complexes and their monomers. We observe that throughout the simulations of the monomers the mobility of conserved residues in the interfaces is low, and the clustered conformations are remarkably similar to those observed in the simulations of the complexes. We further observe that the backbone torsional angle distributions differ significantly for conserved and nonconserved residues. Conserved residues are found to visit restricted regions during the simulations. The residence times of across-the-interface H-bonds formed by conserved residues are not significantly higher than those formed by other interface residues; however, there is an intramolecular H-bond enrichment when the water molecules are not considered. Conserved residues are observed to have higher burial, even during the simulations of the monomeric state. We conclude that conserved residues are preorganized in a bound-state-like conformation. Their lower mobility optimizes the entropic penalty term in the complex formation. Overall, the monomer and complex simulations show that conserved residues in interfaces are less mobile as compared to the rest of the interface residues. This may suggest that specific side chains in an interface are structurally constrained both before and after the binding takes place. Considering the results obtained by Rajamani et al. (21) , Smith et al. (24) , and Keskin et al. (9) on key anchor residues and on residues buried in interfaces, respectively, leads us to conclude that these three types reflect similar residues: anchor residues are conserved residue hot spots and they tend to be buried in interfaces.
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